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INTRODUCTION
In recent years the administration and supposed
utilization of standardized tests have become prominent in
the over-all educational process.

Standardized tests for

intelligence, achievement, interests, etc., are now being
used for grouping, grade-placement, acceleration, and a
myriad of other purposes.

The fact remains, however, that

even though practically all schools are administering some
standardized tests, many are testing merely for the sake
of testing.

In far too many cases there is no cohesiveness,

no progressive program. set up so that the very best tests
are offered at the most appropriate time to give educators
a clear picture of each student as he progresses through
the schools.
Also in recent years there has been an increased
inquisitiveness about what is being done in the public
schools.

More and more questions are being asked concerning

curriculum and methods.

School boards and the general

public are increasingly anxious to know what is being done
to more fully utilize the potential of every child.

The

fact that so many more students are going on to high school
rather than seeking employment after completing the eighth
grade has compounded the educators' task of discovering the
potentials of each child.

According to Remmers (15:8),
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"Democratic social forces have deprived educators of the
right to say 'yes' or 'no' to the individual's plea for
educational opportunity.

Rather the educator must now

increasingly answer, "yes--what kind can you use?"
Educators are forced into being more explicit about
what they are doing and why.

This in a sense is a good

thing as it prompts the teacher and administrator to take
stock of their procedures.
caliber of instruction.

This in itself should lift the

The measurement program is no

exception to this re-evaluation.

A well defined and

graduated testing program seems essential if the school is
to do its job of educating the whole child to his maximum
intellectual capacity.
I.

OVERVIEW OF THE MOUNT VERNON,
WASHINGTON, SCHOOLS

Mount Vernon finds itself in a unique situation
insofar as an attempt at unification of the testing program
is concerned.

Being one of the three remaining union high

districts 1n the State of Washington poses a problem.

The

Mount Vernon schools are under the supervision of three
distinct and completely separate school boards.
recently two superintendents were also involved.
operates on an eight-four plan.

Until
The school

The total school enrollment

of the district is 4,335--divided in the following manner:
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Mount Vernon High • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Mount Vernon Elementary • • • • • • • • • •
Conway Elementary • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Skagit Valley College • • • • • • • • • • •

1,010
1,900
300
700

A Catholic parochial school with an enrollment of
160 and a school operated by the Dutch Reform church with

an enrollment of 95 also send students into the high
school.

Supervision of the testing for the five Mount

Vernon elementary schools has been handled by a principal
who administers to five buildings.

The program at Conway

is controlled by the principal, while the high school
program is decided upon by a vice principal.

There has been

little cohesion between the three different programs.

This

fact has been felt acutely by persons in the high school,
many of whom feel that something could be done to give them
more well organized information about the student and his
program.

II.
Statement 2,i

~

THE PROBLEM
problem.

The feeling has been

expressed throughout the district that an integrated testing
program for the entire system would provide teachers,
counselors, and administrators with a clearer picture of
the needs and potentialities of the student and would provide
better criteria for evaluating and improving our curriculum
and instruction.
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The purpose of this study was (1) to determine the
purposes of a testing program, (2) to study recommendations
of authorities concerning the initiation of a testing
program, and from this (3) to outline a plan of action for
unifying the Mount Vernon testing program.
It was not the purpose of this paper to formulate a
testing program but rather to supply some guide lines for
attacking the problem during the coming school year.
Limitations !}.!

~

stud.y.

Most of the materials used

in this study were obtained through a critical analysis of
periodicals and books, many of which are on file in the
library at Central Washington College of Education,
Ellensburg, Washington.

OH.APTER II
THE PURPOSES OF TESTING
Literature reflects the belief that the practice of
offering standardized tests to public school students has
arisen out of a felt need for more information about the
student and the educational process in which he is involved.
Durost (7) indicates that "a testing program is a means to
an end and not an end in itself. 11

Accepting this as the

basic premise for the unification of a testing program, it
is apparent that the purposes of testing must first be
decided upon before further steps can be taken.
Educators feel that certain problems in the educational picture cannot be resolved without the use of
standardized tests.

Before the purposes or aims of a

testing program can be drawn up with any degree of relevancy,
it is imperative that educators take stock of their educational system and decide just how these problems have arisen.
Pressey (13:22-29) states that three persons in the educational picture are involved in the problems that testing
can help to solve.
1.

The outline of these problems follows:

Tests and problems of the teacher include:
(a) Problems involving measurement of general
ability.
(b) Previous preparation in several school
subjects.
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(c) Diagnosis of general weaknesses.
(d) Remedial instruction.
2.

Tests and the problems of the supervisor.
(a) Problems of pupils in school subjects.
(b) Comparisons between classes and schools.
(c) Determination of the causes of differences
between classes.
(d) The adequacy of teaching methods.

3.

Tests and the problems of the superintendent.
(a) The need for a measure of efficiency.
{b) Determination of accuracy of subject matter
grade-placement.
(c) Educational reorganization.
(d) The need for convincing facts.
(e) Comparisons of entire systems (13:22-29).

Assuming that these problems are the reasons for
implementing a testing program, the resolution of these
problems should become the purposes for unification.
Traxler sets forth eleven specific purposes of
testing, paramount to all school systems:
1.

To obtain a general picture of intelligence or
scholastic aptitude.

2.

To plan curriculum, develop methods, and provide
guidance.

3.

To help classroom teachers know the level of
ability and achievement of their classes.

4.

To help teachers study the achievement of
individual students.
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5.

To make known a group of individual tools of
learning.

6.

To help teachers diagnose strengths and weaknesses.

7.

To help to understand pupil interests.

8.

For the assessment of personal qualities.

9.

To facilitate guidance.

10.

To help study changes in ability and achievement.

11.

To help in studying the development of students
over a period of time (21:11-12).

Weitz indicates that the first essential in establishing a testing program is to determine its purposes.

He

further points out that these purposes are generally derived
from the general philosophy of the school system.

The

purposes pointed to by Weitz, while not as exhaustive as the
two previous sets, are nonetheless inclusive:
1.

To select and classify students.

2.

To evaluate academic achievement.

3.

To evaluate teaching effectiveness.

4.

To determine whether or not the curricula is
meeting the needs of the students.

5.

To serve educational and vocational guidance.

6.

To estimate the incidence of emotional
disturbance (23:41-43).

Support of our contention that purposes must be
defined before any rational move towards a better program
of testing can be undertaken is given 1n this statement
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from Thorndike:
Tests given with no particular purpose may find a
use, may create their own market, but it hardly seems
likely. A functioning testing program should grow out
of the needs felt and functions to be served in the
particular school or school system and should be directed
toward meeting those needs and serving these functions

(19:421).

Thorndike, in a manner similar to Pressey's, puts
these functions into three classifications:

(l) classroom

functions, (2) guidance functions, and (3) administrative
functions.

For the purpose of brevity they have been

shortened but still point out their primary intent:
1.

Classroom functions.
(a) Grouping.
(b) Planning for individual differences.
(c) Identifying remedial and special instruction
cases.
(d) Determining achievement levels.
(e) Grading.

2.

Guidance functions.
(a) Helping students with immediate choices.
(b) Helping students set vocational and educational goals.
(c) Building a realistic self-picture for
students.
(d) Collecting evidence for parent conferences.
(e) Improving counselor, teacher, and parent
understanding of problem cases.

3.

Administrative functions.
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(a) Forming classroom groups.
(b) Placing new students.
(c) Basis of promotion.
(d) Evaluating curricula.
(e) Evaluating teachers.
(f) Evaluating the school as a unit.
(g) Improving public relations.
(h) Helping determine eligibility for special
groups.
(1) Provide information for outside agencies
(19:423-29).
The materials presented were intended to substantiate
the contention that purposes must be defined before a
testing program can be considered effectively.

Each of the

authors presented a listing of purposes indicating that
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in

perceiving the appropriate place of measurement in modern
education, consideration must first be given to the purposes
which a program of measurement may serve" (17:7).
Many other authors have defined the purposes of the
testing program (12:321; 26:19; 17:7; 15:5).
purposes of necessity overlap a great deal.

Most sets of
Because of

this and for the sake of brevity, only four listings were
included in this work.
Without a doubt the biggest stumbling block on the
road to the unification of a testing program hinges around
the apathetic attitude of many educators toward this type
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of measurement.

Often classroom teachers feel that they

can derive little or no help from the standardized testing
program.

Some administrators actually think that standard-

ized testing is not a necessary adjunct to the educational
process while others, not averse to this type of testing,
do not see to it that something is done with the results.
All too often teachers indicate that this apathy stems from
a feeling that the testing program serves only the guidance
and counseling function of the school.

However, according

to Hutson:
Understanding the pupil is an essential condition for
the discharge of the whole educational undertaking. The
selection and administration of standardized tests, and
the recording of results, should not, therefore, be
conceived of as solely serving the guidance function
(11:473-4).
Bingham (4:137-150) offers a characterization of a
testing program which tends to agree with the statement by
Hutson.

It also seems to summarize the many-faceted sets

of purposes included in this paper.
According to Bingham, standardized testing (1)
serves instruction, (2) serves curriculum, and (3) serves
guidance.
I.

TESTING SERVES INSTRUCTION

The classroom teacher with a sound knowledge of
testing and available test records is in a far better
position to understand the learning problems and difficulties
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of individual children.

He is able to identify the more

capable youngsters who need enriched learning experiences
as well as the slow learners who may need special help and
modified assignments.

The capable teacher may also become

cognizant of shortcomings in his over-all instructional
methods through the use of standardized tests and test
results.
II.

TESTING SERVES CURRICULUM

The administration may use results from standardized
tests to set up homogeneous instruction groups in particular
courses.

It may add new subjects or remove others from the

curriculum as the need becomes apparent through testing.
III.

TESTING SERVES GUIDANCE

The guidance department uses test scores for many
worthwhile purposes.

They may be used to direct students

into or away from certain courses.

They can be used to give

parents a more realistic picture of their child's abilities,
achievement, and adjustment.

Test results may also uncover

such things as reading difficulties, poor study habits, and
poor social adjustment, among others.
In reviewing available literature on the purposes of
testing, it became apparent that one person is not capable
of adequately defining the goals of the testing program for
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an entire school or school system.

Considerable support is

given to this idea by Weitz:
How then may the purposes of the testing program be
determined? Testing programs derived from purposes
imposed by the administration upon an unprepared and
disinterested faculty have little chance of success.
The purposes of a testing program then must be
determined by the instructional and guidance staff
members who are going to use the results. Committees
of the faculty will have to be established to review
the general educational philosophy of the school in
order to determine whether or not a revision of the
testing program will really help to facilitate the
desired goals (23:42).
The strength of the testing program hinges on the
criteria for which it is established.

The statement of

purposes, therefore, must be recognized as the most
important aspect of program planning.

CHAPTER III

PLANNING THE TESTING PROGRAM
The text of the previous chapter has implied a wide
variety of functions of a testing program.

The very nature

of these various functions or purposes, as they were called,
makes it apparent that the initiation or unification of a
testing program cannot be a simple or hurried process.
This chapter will cite examples of suggested plans
for programming and give some conclusions as to the proper
procedures for unifying the testing program of the Mount
Vernon schools.
Womer opens his discussion on planning the testing
program with this statement:
Who should do this job of tailoring a testing
program to a particular school system? The job seems
too complex for one person • • • • The logical thing
then lies in the formation of a guidance committee.
He then presents this outline for planning the testing
program:
l.

Formulate a testing program committee.

2.

Determine the purposes of the program.

3.

Discover the types of tests needed.

4.

Choose the specific instruments.

5.

Implement the program (25:193).

Remmers, Gage, and Rummel offer this set of steps
for planning a testing program:
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l.

Secure the cooperation of the entire staff.

2.

Determine the purposes of the program so it will
fit the various needs of the specific school.

3.

Find out about available instruments.

4.

Decide what kind of instruments will best fit
your purposes and either select them from available tests or develop them within the school.

5.

Make plans for administering the testing program
and set up a tentative schedule for the year.

6.

Train the personnel necessary for administration,
scoring, and analysis of test results.

7.

Put the program into operation and use the
results to achieve your purposes (16:75-107).

Raub presented a five step program used in his
particular school to improve the testing program.

Though

they were elaborated upon a great deal in his article, only
the basic steps are used here.

The five steps are:

1.

Meetings at each grade level to determine
objectives.

2.

Representatives from each individual group meet
to determine school wide purposes.
Test selection committee of four picks types of
tests to be used at each level.

4.

Committee studies available instruments and
chooses the specific tests.
The administration provides for training, scoring,
and analysis (14:171-8).

A number of other plans for establishing testing
programs have been written (24:151; 18:100-106; 19:429).
Every authority consulted seemed to agree on five basic
tenets:

(l) the formation of a testing committee, (2) the
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establishment of a set of purposes or objectives, (3)
discovering the various types of tests to fit your purposes,
(4) choosing the specific tests, (5) implementing the
program.

I.

THE TESTING COMMITTEE

Since the work of the committee is going to determine
the success or failure of the guidance and testing program,
it must be a cooperative endeavor.

Even though many

teachers are not acquainted with standardized tests and
techniques of measurement, most of them will know what the
educational problems are and they will know of many
situations in which measurement will be helpful.

According

to Noll (12:321), the entire staff of a small school system
may be included on the committee, but this procedure is
generally too cumbersome for the larger systems.

In these

it is generally better to have a committee made up of
representatives from each grade level.
Erickson (8:419-421), in a fine article on preorganizational procedures, suggests that at a general faculty
meeting the problem be discussed and a number of volunteers,
not to exceed seven, chosen from the faculty.

These seven

representatives should then work with groups from the
different grade levels to develop a set of goals for each
particular area of instruction.
Womer sets forth the following principles regarding
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the guidance committee:
1.

A committee set up to develop a testing program
should be representative of the school sta.i'f as
a whole.

2.

An interested competent person should be

3.

A good testing program should be based upon a
blueprint of the needs of teachers, counselors,
and administrators for information not available
from other sources.

4.

A testing committee should make use of all
resource materials and persons.

5.

A testing committee should proceed slowly and
judiciously, keeping the entire staff informed
of its progress.

6.

A testing committee should develop what it feels
to be a good minimum program and should seek to
implement this program with all the staff or as
many of them as will cooperate (25:195).

designated to head this committee.

The entire staff should have a chance to contribute
to this overall planning, indicating individual needs and
points of view.

Planning can be carried out by a repre-

sentative committee and the recommendations then offered to
the total group for discussion and approval.

It is common

sense that the acceptance and approval of the staff as a
whole will be more apt to emanate from the understanding
which comes out of sharing in the planning.

II.

ESTABLISHMENT OF PURPOSES

As has been established previously, the most important
function of the testing committee is to define the purposes
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of the testing program.

This, of course, is borne out by

the fact that test selection is contingent on the purposes
decided upon.

Traxler, Jacobs, Selover, and Townsend (22:14) indicate
that the definition of objectives will involve a statement
from each teacher, or a joint statement from all the teachers
at each grade level, regarding aims and goals for specific
courses of study.
Wrightstone, Justman, and Robbins (26:17-18) list
three methods used in identifying and defining curricular
objectives used in evaluation:
(l)

Curriculum analysis where the general purpose
of a curriculum is analyzed into relatively
independent objectives.

(2)

Oonference where interschool committees are set
up to indicate those objectives for which
instruments of evaluation are available.

(3)

Questionnaire and interview wherein a questionnaire is sent to graduates and responses to the
questionnaire analyzed to determine the school's
objectives. In the latter method interviews
were then arranged as a follow-up to determine
the validity of the method.

Wrinkle (27:97) suggests six basic criteria for
judging the value of each objective in a locally developed
list of goals:

11

Is the objective (l) understandable, (2)

stated as a behavior, (3) based on the needs of the learner,
(4) socially desirable, (5) achievable, and (6) measurable."
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III.

DISCOVERING THE TYPES OF TESTS

A.fter the major objectives or purposes have been
identified and clarified in each area of the curriculum,
the next step is to find out what instruments available
will provide evidence about the growth and development of
pupils toward each major objective.

This step, out of

necessity, turns into a process of elimination.
Buros (5) is generally recognized as the leading
authority on tests.

In this yearbook every standardized

test of recognized stature is evaluated by experts on
testing.

This reference, along with any persons engaged in

testing within the district or surrounding area, would
serve as the greatest aid in the selection of types of
tests to measure the program's objectives.

Two other test

references, Anastasi (3) and Traxler (20), could also be of
assistance.
IV.

CHOOSING THE SPECIFIC TESTS

The selection of specific tests should rest with a
special selection committee.

This group should not be so

large as to be unwieldly, yet teaching, counseling, supervisory, and administrative personnel should be represented.
This committee should have full responsibility and authority
to obtain, examine, and select tests.

This is true only so

long as all elements of the school staff are included.
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Authorities agree that certain criteria provide a
sound basis for appraising any measuring instrument.

These

criteria include:
l.

Reliability--1s the test consistent 1n measuring
what it purports to measure?

2.

Validity--does the test measure what it claims
to be measuring?

3.

Objectivity--is the opinion or judgement of the
scorer eliminated from the scoring process?

4.

Administration-•is administration of the test
too difficult?

5.

Sooring--is the test easy to score?

6.

Interpretation--do the test scores provide
meaningful information?

7.

Adequate norms--does the publisher provide
summarized statistics of test performances
attained by a group similar to the group you
will be testing?

8.

Equivalent forms--are equivalent forms of the
test available for use in establishing reliability, for follow-up studies, and to provide
a means of reducing the possibility of coaching
or cheating?

9.

Economy--is the cost of the test prohibitive?

In addition to the criteria mentioned above, a number
of less tangible things usually influence test selections.
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The deciding factor may be simply a general impression of
the test as a whole.

Probably the best that can be hoped

for is an objective choice based on careful consideration
of all available information about the test and the situation
where it will be used.

V.

IMPLEMENTING THE PROGRAM

Once the specific tests have been chosen, the execution of the program becomes a problem of administration.
How this is accomplished will depend to a large extent on
the physical make-up of the particular school system.
Decisions will have to be made concerning (1) who will
administer the tests?

(2) where will they be given?

when will they be administered?

(3)

(4) who will score the tests?

(5) how will test results be recorded?

and (6) how will

test results be interpreted and used?
The answer to these questions should be sought before
the first test is administered.

In some oases an in-service

training program may be deemed necessary.

In others

competent personnel may be found from within the present
staff.

At any rate, the implementation of the testing

program must lie in the answer to the aforementioned
questions.

CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION OF PLAN
The need for unifying the testing program in the
Mount Vernon schools has already been agreed upon and
discussed by the administrators and supervisors in the
district.
The following plan has been presented as a result
of research conducted by this writer.

I.

GENERAL STA.FF MEETING

All staff members will meet in general session four
days prior to the opening of school.

The superintendent and

school psychologist will alert the staff that during the
school year unification is going to be undertaken.

Reasons

for so doing will be discussed and teachers will be informed
that they will be called upon from time to time during the
year to assist in the plan.

It will be pointed out that

since at some time during the first part of the school year
teachers will be asked to formulate objectives, they can be
giving this some preliminary thought.

II.

PRE-ORGANIZATION.AL COMMITTEE MEETING

All school administrators, counselors, the school
psychologist, and persons involved in administering tests
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will meet with the superintendent to discuss plans for
including the entire staff 1n the plan for determining
objectives.

Invitations will also be extended to the two

parochial schools in the area.
A pre-organizational chairman will be appointed and
two subcommittees established:
1.

To set up criteria for the formulation of
objectives.

This information will be mimeographed

to be presented at staff meetings.

In order to

minimize the number of superfluous objectives
teachers will be cautioned to be primarily
concerned with two questions:

(1) what infor-

mation do we need to find out about students,
and (2) the specific objectives of the curricula
each teacher is offering.
2.

To begin immediate study of our current cumulative record system and recommend changes if they
are thought necessary.

This appraisal should be

done with an eye toward better recording and
utilization of test results.

This committee

will contact other school districts of approximate size for samples of their cumulative record
forms and will also ask for copies of the testing
programs of these schools to be used later as a
possible aid in test selection.
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III.

INDIVIDUAL STAFF MEETINGS

Liaison persons from the pre-organizational committee
will arrange for their respective staff meetings during the
first week of October.

This will depend, however, on the

work of the sub-committee on criteria for formulating
objectives.
At these meetings the aforementioned criteria will
be handed out and discussed.

In an effort to foster greater

teacher interest, information will also be furnished regarding teacher uses of standardized tests and test results.
The fact that many of the objectives will overlap
will be brought out and volunteers will be asked to serve
on a committee for consolidation of objectives.

This

committee should be limited to four persons from each grade
level.

IV.

FORMULATION OF OBJECTIVES

On the junior college level the objectives will
involve a joint statement from all the teachers in a
department regarding aims and goals for specific courses of
study.

The school psychologist, who administers to the

handicap school, and the dean of students will also
formulate objectives for the guidance functions of the
college.
The same procedure will be followed in the high
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school.

The vice principals and counselors will also

determine objectives for the high school guidance program.
All teachers at each grade level of the primary and
elementary schools will meet jointly and define their
goals.
After the formulation of objectives has been completed
with all staff members taking part, the consolidation
committee for each building will meet to consolidate the
objectives, doing away with any superfluous or overlapping
ones, and organize them under major headings.
A committee consisting of one person from each
building (appointed from the building consolidation committee)
will then meet to further combine the objectives from each
area mentioned previously.

The outgrowth of the work of

this group will be the major purposes of the standardized
testing program of the Mount Vernon schools.

This list of

major purposes would then be routed to each teacher in the
system so that they may see what has been accomplished.

V.

SURVEY OF AVAILABLE INSTRUMENTS

After the list of major purposes for testing has
been defined, the survey of available tests to measure the
desired objectives should be turned over to the most highly
trained persons in this field available in the district.
A committee of five is suggested, including the school
psychologist and a representative from the elementary level,
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upper grades, high school, and college.

This group, in a

series of meetings, will arrange the available instruments
under the major objectives they can be used to measure.
Information for this project will be taken from Buros (5),
catalogues of test publishers, and various nonprofit organizations such as the Educational Testing Service and the
Educational Records Bureau.

After this listing has been

completed, the committee will contact the test publishers to
obtain copies of the tests and manuals.

VI.

SELECTION OF SFECIFIC TESTS

Using the criteria presented in chapter two, the
committee will attempt to select the best possible measuring
devices.

Tests considered of equal caliber should be routed

to the staff members on the grade level where they are to be
used so that staff members may make the decision.

VII.

IMPLEMENTING THE PROGRAM

After the test selection committee has decided on the
specific tests to be used, they will move immediately into
the implementation of the program.

Putting the program

into operation will involve the solution of four major
questions:
1.

When will the tests be administered?

2.

Who will administer and score the tests?

3.

Where will the tests be administered?
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4.

How will the results be recorded for better
utilization?

At this point a critical analysis of the program
already in operation will be reviewed.

Information from

programs obtained from other schools will also be of
assistance.

Since a program has been in operation prior

to the unification, answering the first three questions
should be fairly easy.
The solution of the question involving test results
and utilization will call for a meeting with the committee
which has been overhauling the cumulative record system.
When the group involved in implementation feels they
have adequately solved the aforementioned questions, they
will arrange a meeting with all administrators and supervisors in the district.

The program will be reviewed,

revisions made if necessary, and final approval conferred.
The committee Will then prepare the testing schedule,
in its entirety, in printed form for distribution to every
staff member in the Mount Vernon school district.
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